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ABSTRACT
A prototype sonic, variable-venturi automotive carburetor, developed by
Micro Carburetor Corporation, has been evaluated for its effects on vehicle
performance, fuel economy, and exhaust emissions. A 350 CID Chevrolet Impala
vehicle was tested on a chassis dynamometer over the 1975 Federal Test Pro-
cedure, urban driving cycle. The Micro-carburetor was tested and compared
with stock and modified-stock engine configurations. Subsequently the test
vehicle's performance characteristics were examined with the stock carburetor
and again with the Micro-carburetor in a series of on-road driveability tests.
The test engine was then removed from the vehicle and installed on an engine
dynamometer. Engine tests were conducted to compare the fuel economy, thermal
efficiency, and cylinder-to-cylinder mixture distribution of the Micro-carburetor
to that of the stock configuration.
Test results show increases in thermal efficiency and improvements in fuel
economy at all test conditions. The Micro-carburetor fuel economy improvement
ranged from 9.7% (cold-start FTP, equal spark advance) to 18.1% (hot-start FTP,
equal spark advance). Cylinder-to-cylinder mixture distribution improvements
were observed. Potential reductions in exhaust emissions are also indicated.
Improved fuel/air mixture preparation is implied from  the information pre-
sented. Further improvements in fuel economy and exhaust emissions are possible
through a detailed recalibration of the Micro-carburetor.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
AFR
	
Air/Fuel Ratio (lbm air)/(lb;a fuel)
BDC
	
Bottom Dead Center Piston Position
bhp
	
Brake Horsepower
bmep Brake Mean Effective Pressure (psi)
bsfc Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (lbm/bhp-hr)
CO
	
Carbon Monoxide Exhaust Emissions
EFE
	
Early Fuel Evaporation
EPA
	
U. S. Environmental Protection Agency
EGR
	
Exhaust Gas Recirculation
f hp
	
Friction Horsepower
FTP
	
1975 Federal Test Procedure, Urban Driving Cycle (EPA Mandated for
Emissions Certification of New Cars)
HC
	
Unburned Hydrocarbon Exhaust Emissions
lbm	 Pounds Mass
NOx	 Oxides of Nitrogen
PCV
	
Positive Crankcase Ventilation
rpm
	
Revolutions per Minute
TDC
	
Top Dead Center Piston Position
WOT
	
Wide Open Throttle
Equivalence Ratio, ♦ ( AFRstoich)/(AFRactual)
'fit
	 Thermal Efficiency (see Appendix D)
'1v
	 Volumetric Efficiency (see Appendix E)
v
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The Micro Carburetor Corporation, located in Buffalo, New York, has devel-
oped a prototype automotive carburetor intended for use on existing automobile
engines. The carburetor features a special "air valve," designed to finely
atomize the fuel flow into the engine. The Micro -carburetor delivers a lean
and near homogeneous air-fuel mixture in order to improve fuel economy.
The Jet Propulsion Laboratory was requested to evaluate the Micro -carburetor
prototype for the Vehicle Peformance Branch of the Transportation Systems Utili-
zation Division, Office of Transportation Programs, in the U. S. Department of
Energy. The objective of the task was to perform an independent technical
assessment of the Micro-carburetor system with controlled laboratory tests. Data
were gathered with both the stock Rochester carburetor and the Micro -carburetor
on engine performance, exhaust emissions, and fuel economy. A Chevrolet vehicle
was equipped with each carburetor and operated over the 1975 Federal Test Pro-
cedure ( FTP), urban driving cycle. The driving performance of the vehicle was
then evaluated with each carburetor. The testing was performed as indicated
on the milestone chart in Figure 1-1.
1980	 1	 1981
DESCRIPTION O N D J F M A 1 M 1 1 A S
MICRO-CARBURETOR
1. CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER TESTING •••• ........... ••••• ••AL
2. ENGINE DYNAMOMETER TESTING •••• '•••• •• .................
13.	 INTERIM REPORTS (INFORMAL)•••••••••• .... ........... •"•" "' 2A"
4.	 REPORT .............................................. ................ .. .. ......,^. .. ......,^
ACTUAL COMPLETION DATE A 	 D: DRAFT F: FINAL
Figure 1-1. Milestone Chart
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SECTION II
DESCRIPTION OF THE MICRO-CARSURETOR
A. BACKGROUND
The Micro-carburetor prototype tested by JPL is a single-barrel, sonic,
variable-venturi carburetor (see Figure 2-1). Variable or slid"enturi
carburetors are commonplace on motorcycle engines and have been used success-
fully in many production cars. Carburetors such as the SU and the Motorcraft
VV share the same simplicity of basic operation despite being considerably
different in construction. The Micro-carburetor does not use a conventional
throttle plate. The minimum throat area of the metering vanturi is varied to
water air to the engine. A special feature of the Micro-carburetor is the
venturi throat, which is designed to permit the incoming air to reach sonic
velocity (lief. 1). The shock wave generated by this critical velocity is then
u624 to finely atomise the incoming fuel spray. Therefore, the potential
advantage of the Micro-carburetor would be its ability to create ultra-fine
fuel particles that would distribute more evenly between the cylinders of the
engine and thus allow the engine to operate leaner than stock. The following
are potential benefits that say be gained over standard carburotion:
(1) Fuel savings due to the elimination of overfueling some cylinders
in order to supply sufficient fuel to other leaner cylinders.
(2) Fuel savings resulting from an incrsase in thermal efficiency.
(3) Reduction in CO production from the suppression of overfueling.
(4) Reduction in unburned HC emissions stemming from a potential
decrease in chamber wall wetting. The finer fuel particles should
vaporize more easily.
(5) Reduction of NOx production due to more uniform control of
combustion temperatures throughout the engine.
8. DESIGN AND OPERATION
The carburetor throat shown in Figure 2-1 is the smallest annulus formed
between the air valve and the carburetor main body. An upward axial motion of
the valve "opens the throttle" for increased air flow. According to the
Micro Carburetor Corporation (Ref. 1), sonic flow is achieved across the con-
verging-diverging contour of the air valve throat with intake manifold vacuum
above 6.5 inches of Hg. Fuel is delivered through small holes in the car-
buretor throat. Once issued, the tiny fuel streams are broken up by the
sonic shock wave in the venturi and the fuel particles become entrained in the
air flow. The flow then diverges and decelerates in the secondary diffuser
section.
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Figure 2-1. Micro-Carburetor Air Inlet Path Geometry
At idle, the local venturi vacuum is insufficient to draw fuel from the
main fueling system. For this reason, an idle system is provided (Ref. 1) as
shown schematically in Figure 2-2. The figure depicts fuel that is drawn by
vacuum from the bowl (4) and metered in the idle feed restriction (S). Here
fuel is entrained in metered air from the primary idle air bleed (3). The
mixture becomes further atomised in the "down channel" (8) due to its inter-
action with the airstream from the secondary idle air bleed (2). The mixture
volume is adjusted with a standard needle-valve type mixture screw (6). After
delivery from the idle discharge port (7), the mixture is blown off of the
diffuser wall and into the airstream by an idle-air bypass system (1,9,10).
The bypass air is metered through an orifice (1) and delivered through the
bypass port (9) just above the idle discharge port. This type of idle air
bypass system has also been used successfully in carburetors with throttle
plates to improve idle fuel atomization under adverse conditions. The Micro-
carburetor has two complete idle circuits, one on each side of the diffuser
base.
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Figure 2-2. Micro-Carburetor Idle Circuit
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Aaother unusual feature of the Micro-carburetor is the rotary choke system
shown in Figure 2-3. The choke consists of two slotted concentric rings whose
slots line up when in the "choke open" position. The inner choke ring is ro-
tated against the fixed outer ring to align the desired amount of slot opening.
Control of the inner ring is accomplished with a standard choke-heater device.
The heater warms a bimetallic spring that uncoils at a calibrated torque per
unit temperature change. This torque controls the inner choke ring rotation.
The choke ring motion is modulated by a "vacuum pull down" or "vacuum-break"
system, shown in Figure 2-4. This system is simply a vacuum-powered dashpot in
series with an extension spring. Immediately after startup, when ultra-rich
cranking mixtures are no longer required, the vacuum-break system partially
opt-is the choke to a set position. The choke position will modulate about this
setcing until the choke heater commands a greater choke aperture area. Many
of the parts used for construction of the vacuum-break and choke-heater systems
are parts taken from commonly-used carburetors.
The fast-idle system, shown in Figure 2-5, works in conjunction with the
choke control to adjust the position of the air valve with engine temperature.
Fast-idle is accomplished by lifting the air valve a varying amount according
to the choke temperature. The choke temperature controls the position of the
fast-idle cam, against which the idle-speed screw rests. This cam rotates to
the tap step when the engine is cold. As the engine warms, the cam rotates
toward the bottom step. When the engine is fully warmed, curb idle may be set
with the idle-speed screw against the bottom step of the fast idle cam.
As in most other carburetors, the Micro-carburetor has an accelerator pump
circuit. The accelerator pump issues a solid fuel stream as the throttle is
opened. This is done to provide fuel during the mechanical lag-time between
the throttle command and the actual fuel delivery from the main fueling system.
The fuel stream is metered by a commonly-used positive displacement diaphragm
pump, shown in Figure 2-6. The accelerator pump is easily calibrated for pump
shot volume and duration. The pump delivery may even be set in a nonlinear
fashion by modifying the accelerator pump-cam profiles. Shown in Figure 2-7,
this pump cam follows the throttle motion mechanically.
The float bowl and needle valve assembly are used to gather and maintain a
fuel reservoir. This reservoir serves the supply and driving pressure head
functions of the carburetor. The entire bowl assembly was taken from another
well-known carburetor and simply grafted to the Micro-carburetor prototype.
Most carburetors provide a spark-advance strategy of the manufacturer's
option. The spark-advance strategy fo- the Micro-carburetor involves direct
manifold vacuum to the distributor vacuum advance. The baseline Rochester, on
the other hand, has a ported spark system consisting of a vacuum tap located in
the lower venturi section, just above the throttle plate at idle. No vacuum
signal is available from the Rochester carburetor to the vacuum spark advance
until off-idle, when the throttle plate sweeps past the vacuum port. The effects
of the differences in spark-advance systems were isolated during the test
procedure.
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For operation at higher loads, the carburetor has an enrichment device
called a power valve. This is a vacuum-operated valve which permits a step-like
enrichment when preset vacuum levels are reached by the engine. In the Micro-
carburetor, a two-step valve is used in which enrichment steps are provided at
b and 12 inches of Ng manifold vacuum. The power valve is used during acceler-
ation to maintain fuel enrichment beyond the short duration of the accelerator
pump.
••	 C. INSTALLATION PROCEDURE
The Micro-carburetor prototype tested by JPL is designed as a retro-fit
item for the Chevrolet 350 CID-2V engine. 	 It is well suited for installation
by the home mechanic. The procedure for removing the original Rochester
carburetor and replacing; it with the Micro-carburetor is detailed below:
(1) Remove the air cleaner and disconnect the hoses to the PCV and thermal
sensor.
(2) Disconnect the hoses from the carburetor, including EGR, ported
spark, cannister purge, and F.FE lines.
(3) Disconnect and temporarily cap the fuel line to prevent spillage.
(4) Disconnect the throttle linkage and its return spring.
(5) Disconnect the choke heater wire and unbolt the Rochester carburetor.
Remove the stock carhuretor and the flange gasket.
(6) Carefully clean the intake manifold flange.
(7) Place the Micro-carburetor and its flange gasket on the manifold.
Install the flange bolts and tighten evenly with the special Allen
wrench supplied.
(R) Connect the throttle linkage .1nd return spring. Operate linkage
from driver's seat to check for correct alignment.
(9) Reconnect the vacuum lines to the appropriately-marked nipples on the
Micro-carburetor.
(10) Replace the original fuel line with the one supplied. Bleed and
reconnect the fuel line.
(11) Reconnect choke heater wire.	 If none was supplied in the vehi_•Ie,
connect the new Micro-carburetor choke heater wire from the distributor
input(12 V) to the choke heater element.
(12) Start engine and check for fuel or vacuum leaks.
(13) Install the Micro-carburetor air cleaner with the base flange gasket
supplied.
(14) Reconnect the appropriate hoses to the air cleaner.
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SECTION III
ENGINE DYN,'01011ETF.R TESTS
A. ENGINE DYNAMOMETER TESTING
Engine dynamometer tests were conducted to compare steady-state performance
of the Micro-carburetor to that of a stock baseline carburetor. The objective
of the tests was to determine the effects of Micro-carburetor operation on brake
r	 specific fuel consumption, thermal efficiencv, exhaust emissions, and cylinder-
to-cylinder mixture distribution. The steady-state speed/load conditions of
the test series are given in Figure 3-1. These points were selected because
they represent conditions which frequentl y appear for the chosen vehicle while
performing the Federal Test Procedure (FTP), urban driving cycle, that is man-
'	 dated for all new vehicles by the EPA.
A Chevrolet 350-2V engine was used for testing. As one of the most common
engines in America, this VA engine was chosen as an appropriate test bed for a
potential aftermarket carburetor. Before it was tested, the operating condition
of the engine was completely checked. Authenticity to the 1975 49-state con-
figuration was confirmed. All major engine parts were rechecked against manu-
facturer's blueprint tolerances. When the engine was re-assembled, special care
was taken to ensure the originality of all emissions-control devices. The sig-
nificant emissions devices include; (1) exhaust gas recirculation (EGR), (2)
positive crankcase ventilation (PCV), (3) an oxidation catalyst, and (4) early
fuel evaporation (EFE) which is a temperature-sensitive vacuum switch operating
a heat-riser valve. The fuel-vapor recovery system., which collects evaporated
fuel from the carhuretot float bowl, was not used because the prototype Micro-
carburetor had no external bowl vent.
The stock Rochester '_ hbl carburetor, used as the baseline, was certified
b y Rochester !'roducts to he representative of those included on the engine as
nriginal equipment. The baseline carhuretor performed adequately throughout
testing and no adjus,ments of any kind were required. Similarly, after some
final adjustments by the Micro Carburetor Corporation, the Micro-carhuretor
also performed well and required no additional corrections. Through the entire
test sequence, no attempt was made to alter the engine. The carburetors were
exchanged on the engine, with the vacuum and fuel lines connected to the appro-
priate ports. Fuel to the carburetor was supplied and measured by the .JPL
fuel delivery system, shown in Figure 3-2. Indolene Clear gasoline was provided
at 6 psig to the carburetor inlet (Ref. 2).
It was recognized during the tests that each carburetor provides its own
spark.idvance strategy. The Rochester has a ported signal for vacuum spark
advance that ditfers from the Micro-carburetor's direct manifold vacuum spark
advance. For this reason, the Rochester was tested twice - once with its own
spark advance and once with advance equal to that of the Micro-carburetor. 	 In
this way, performance differences associated with spark advance could be separ-
ated from tether operational differences.
There were two exhaust systems used (Ref. 2). The stock exhaust manifolds
and muffler, shown schematically in F!,,,..e 3-3, were used for sampling the
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common emissions from all eight cylinders. After the aggregate exhaust sampling
was completed for both carburetors, header-type exhaust manifolds were instalied.
The header-type exhaust manifolds were used to isolate each cylinder's exhaust
,roducts. Each cylinder's emissions were sampled from individual probes dear the
exhaust ports in the header, as shown in Figure 3-4. Aggregate exhaust samples
were taken downstream of the header collectors before and after the distribution
tests to ensure that engine operating conditions had remained stable. This
sample was taken downstream of the headers after the exhaust products from all
eight cylinders were well mixed. This was done to provide insight into any
`	 possible effect of using the headers instead of the stock exhaust manifolds for
the distribution tests.
The water brake dynamometer system is shown in Figure 3-5. The dynamometer
calibration was checked before, during, and after the test sequence and was
found to be within rated accuracy. The engine is shown on the test stand in
Figure 3-6.
B.	 ENGINE DYNAMOMETER EST RESULTS
A series of engine dynamometer tests were conducted to compare the perform-
ance of a 1975 350 CID stock engine equipped with a Rochester carburetor to
that of the same engine equipped with the Micro-carburetor. Figure 3-7 gives
the comparative fuel flows at all test points. In most cases, the Micro-
carburetor delivered from 2% to 12.6% less fuel flow at similar speed-load
points. The Micro-carhuretor provided a fuel savings ranging from 3% to 5%
at moderate loads to over 127 at higher loads and idle. Past idle, t'e fuel
savings tended to increase with load, as long as the power enrichment conditions
were not reached.
Brake specific fuel consumption (bsfc) levels are given in Figure 3-8.
The Micro-carburetor provided equal or better hsfc at every test point. At
point 1 (2000 rpm/116 ft-lb) the Rochester's mechanical power valve was ci:sed.
The Micro-carhuretor's power valve opened, causing the Micro-carburetor to run
richer than the baseline. At point I, equal bsfc was achieved despite the
Micro-carburetor's higher fuel flow. At the other points, bsfc improvements
ranged from 2.6% to 17%. The largest bsfc improvements occurred at idle and
high power - 15% and 17%, respectively. At most moderate speeds and loads, the
Micro-carburetor yielders bsfc reductions of 2.6% to 6.4%. These bsfc Improve-
ments generally increased with higher load.
The ;Micro-carburetor tended to increase the thermal efficiency (see
Appendix D) at every point tested, as shown in Figure 3-9. The largest improve-
ments in the utilization of the feel's energy occurred at the high-load point .1
(2000 rpm/114 ft-lb) and at the in-gear idle point A (600 rpm/38 ft-lb). Some-
what smaller improvements were present at the mid-load test conditions. Points
1) (1200 rpm/80 ft-lb), F. (1600 rpm/58 ft-lb), F (1600 rpm/80 ft-lb), C (1600
rpm/116 ft-lb), 11 (2000 rpm/58 ft-lb), and 1 (2000 rpm/116 ft-1h) gave thermal
efficiency improvements ranging from 0.4% at point E to 5.9% at point F.
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At point I, t lies Micro-carhuretor power valve was open, and the t hernial eff i-
ciency reached a test-high value of 35. 1Z. This was one of the conditions in
which the Micro-carburetor was richer than the stook Rochester, as shown in
Table 3-1.
	
Enriched slightly beyond stoichiometric it points C, 1, and -I, the
Micro-carturetor demonstrated consistently high thermal efficiencies.
The low-load points tested were H (1000 rpm/46.4 ft -lb) and C (1200 rpm/
58 ft lb). The thermal efficiencies showed a small improvement at these points,
as seen in Figure 3- 4. At point H. the Micro-carburetor delivered the leanest
equivalence ratio observed, (^ - 0.813 (see Table 3-1). Here, the aggregate
mixture was ext r emel y lean when compared to the Rochester's equivalence ratio
of 41 - 0.975. The thermal efficiencies of the two carburetors at point H show
near-equal values despite the differences in equivalence ratio.
The last column in Figure 3-9 indicates that at 30011 rpm, Woo, a thermal
efficiency improvement of 4.4% was achieved with the Micro-carburetor. The
aggregate mixture strength of tfi - 1.180 wits richer than the baseline Rochester
at 0 - 1.146. The max imam brake horsepower (bhp) of the Micro-carburetor was
Table 3-1. Aggregate Equivalence Rat I(, Comhnriscm $;envy-State
F.np,ine Tests
TEST POINT	 I BASELINE. I	 MICRO-CARBURETt1R I	 DIFFERENCE:	 i
A	 I .905 I	 .826I
I	 .079	 1.
I	 II	 I
I	 tt	 I .971 I	 .813 I	 .158	 L	 I
I	 II	 I
I	 C	 I .943
I
I	 .870 I	 .073	 L
I	 II	 I
I	 h	 I .928
I
I	 .843
I
I	 .085	 L	 I
I	 'I	 I
E	 I .905 I	 .857
I
I	 .048	 L	 I
I	 II	 I
F	 I .983 I	 .481
I
.1102
	 1.
I	 II	 I
G.
	
I .996 I	 1.008 I	 .012	 R	 I
I	 II	 I
It	 I .934
I
I	 .4-11I
I	 .013	 L	 I
I	 II	 II	 l	 I .481 I	 1.025
I
I	 .042	 R	 I
I	 II	 I
J	 I 1.149 I	 I.1140 I	 .159	 1.	 I
I	 II	 I
Wo 1,	 I 1.146
I
I	 1.180 I	 .034	 R
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: ► lmost equal to the Rochester, declining; slightly from 127.3 to 126.7 b;ip.
The thermal efficiency improvement did not result in more power due to the
loss in volumetric efficiency (see Appexdix E) (shown in Figure 3-10). At
l	 3000 rpm, WOT, the Micro-carburetor exhibited a 5.1% loss in its ability to
fill the cylinders. This reduction in charging efficiency countered the gain
in thermal efficiency, but a bsfc improvement of 3.8% was noted.
At most other test points, the volumetric efficiency was reduced for the
Micro-carburetor as a result of increased engine throttling. Because the Micro-
carburetor tended to increase thermal efficiency, more throttling was generally
required to maintain the speed-load test points.
Interestingly, at points B, C, D, and F, the volumetric efficiency was high-
er for the Micro-carburetor. At these points the Micro-carburetor was less
throttled than the Rochester. Thermal efficiency and bsfc improvements were also
present at these points. This was due to the Micro-carburetor's lean calibration
in this operating regime. Points B through D had the greatest differences in
equivalence ratios between the two carburetors. Table 3-1 shows that the Micro-
carburetor mixture strengths ranged from S- 0.813 to m- 0.870 for points
B, C, D, and F.
The results obtained in the cylinder-to-cylinder distribution tests are
given in Figures 3-lla-1 and 3-12. Figures 3-11a through 3-111 give the equiva-
lence ratio of each cylinder (Ref. 3) and also the excursion from the aggregate
equivalence ratio. (Distribution tests at idle were not performed because the
water-brake dynamometer could not provide even enough control at idle loads.
This minor deficiency in dynamometer control caused an average variance in bhp
of 1.74% between tests.) Only points B and D showed a degradation of charge
distribution. All other data points achieved improved mixture distribution
control (see Figure 3-12). The variance of the cylinder-to-cylinder equivalence
ratio is given. This is a measure of the amount of the cylinder-to-cylinder
equivalence ratio excursion from the aggregate equivalence ratio. In most cases
the distribution improvements were dramatic. For the extremely lean point B,
the distribution (Figure 3-11a) shows that three ultra-lean excursions occurred
in cylinders 1, 4, and 7. These cylinders showed measured equivalence ratios
less than 4- 0.790.
General engine dynamometer test results are located in Appendix B, Tables
B-1 through B-5. Cylinder-to-cylinder emissions tests results are given in
Appendix B, Figures B-1 through B-10.
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SECTION IV
CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER DRIVING CYCLE TESTS
A. CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER TESTING
A series of chassis dynamometer tests were performed, conforming to the 1975
FTP, urban driving cycle. The purpose of the tests was to determine the effects
of Micro-carburetor operation on vehicle fuel economy and emissions. With the
test engine installed in a Chevrolet Impala, the urban cycles were performed
firr,t with the Rochester carburetor and then with the Micro-carburetor. As in
etu;ine dynamometer tests, all emissions hardware was verified. In addition, a
new exhaust catalyst was fitted.
Inertia weights corresponding to a 4000-1b vehicle were set on the Clayton
twin-roll chassis dynamometer. The vehicle was equipped with a Turbo Hydramatic
350 automatic transmission, driving a 2.73 rear axle ratio with 078-15 tires and
power brakes. The power brakes latcr proved to be a difficulty because the
Micro-carburetor had no power-brake vacuum supply fitting. This problem was
corrected by relocating the brake vacuum line about 5-cm lower, into the manifold
plenum. Subsequent testing showed no measurable differences from the stock
location used with the Rochester carburetor.
The vehicle fuel used for chassis dynamometer tests was also Indolene Clear.
Fuel consumption was measured gravimetrically with a weigh tank and was also
calculated using the carbon balance technique from the Federal Register (Ref. 4).
These techniques agreed within 2.5%.
Exhaust emissions were available in two forms. The federally-prescribed
constant volume sample (CVS) collects three diluted bags of exhaust emissions
during the FTP. In addition, on-line emission instruments provided real-time
recordings of CO, CO2, HC, 02, and NOx. All data given are averages of at
least 3 FTP cycles.
Be CHASSIS DYNAMOMETER TEST RESULTS
The chassis dynamometer tests were evaluated on a cold-start and a hot-start
basis. That is, the cold-transient portion (bag 1) was combined with the warm-
stabilized portion (bag 2) and the hot-transient restart portion (bag 3) to form
a cold-start FTP. For the hot-start test, only bags 2 and 3 were considered.
The urban driving cycle tests with the Rochester carburetor were conducted
with the ported spark (baseline) and again with direct manifold vacuum spark
advance. The difference between these two spark advance configurations occured
at idle and off-idle. The onset of full manifold vacuum spark advance was de-
layed until the Rochester's throttle plate swept past the port, thereby subject-
"
	
	
ing the port to intake manifold vacuum. With ported spark advance, there was
only 6' of spark advance at idle. With the manifold vacuum advance, there was
23.3' of advance at idle. The difference between the two configurations rapidly
disappeared off-idle.
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The test results given in Table 4-1 show the fuel economy and emissions
effects of the Micro-carburetor compared with the stock Rochester carburetor. A
13.2% improvement in fuel economy was realized with the Micro-carburetor, along
with a significant increase in CO and HC emissions. Table 4-2 provides e
comparison of the Micro-carburetor and the Rochester, both using direct manifold
vacuum spark advance. With equal spark advances, the fuel economy benefit of
the Micro-carburetor was 9.7%. The emissions penalties were also reduced. Al-
though all emissions levels remained within specified legal limits, it is
not known whether this would still be the case after 50,000 miles of catalyst
deterioration.
Steady-state fuel economy at highway speed was calculated during the FTP
urban cycles. The high speed cruise portion of bag 3 was utilized for this
purpose. A 30 second segment of this cruise, approximately 200 seconds into
bag 3, was isolated. Here, vehicle speed was consistently 55 mph within
(0.4 mph). The baseline Rochester ran 17.88 mpg at 55 mpg while the Micro-
carburetor ran 19.20 mpg. This reflects an advantage of 1.32 mpg or 7.4% for
the Micro-carburetor at 55 mph.
It was observed during the FTP urban cy lee that an abnormally high amount
of exhaust emissions were generated in the cold-start (first bag) portion of the
Micro-carburetor test. This suggested that a less than optimum choke strategy
had been adopted. Table 4-3 presents data from the hot-start portion of the
FTP, bags 2 and 3. This comparison of the Micro-carburetor and the Rochester
was done for two reasons. The Rochester with ported spark showed consistently
low emissions levels, which formed an excellent set of emissions baselines.
Secondly, although the choke was an essential part of the carburetor, the main
functions of air/fuel metering were divorced from the choke functions.
Table 4-3 shows a 16.9% increase in fuel economy for the Micro-carburetor. A
37.3% decrease in CO emissions was also observed, while NOx remained low and
HC nearly doubled. The Rochester carburetor produced 0.363 gm/mi HC - nearly
half of the already low Micro-carburetor level. It was observed from the strip-
chart recordings that during the hot-start tests, the Micro-carburetor generated
a considerable portion of the HC emissions during decelerations. The increase
in fuel economy and improvement in CO emissions tend to support claims of
improved mixture preparation for the Micro-carburetor. The decrease in CO
emissions indicates that some rich cylinders in the engine had become leaner.
The near-equal NOx production suggests that combustion temperatures were not
hotter than the baseline values.
The results of hot-start tests with direct man±;old vacuum spark advance
are shown in Table 4-4. The Micro-carburetor produL-- ,J a 46.8% reduction in CO
emissions, while HC and NOx remained nearly equal to the modified-stock con-
figuration. The increased spark advance with the Rochester carburetor increased
its emissions levels somewhat. The Micro-carburetor's emissions represent a
clear improvement over the Rochester's, based on equal spark advance. The fuel
economy improvement was 18.1% - the largest recorded for the Micro-carburetor.
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Table 4-1. FTP Cold Start Results: Micro-Carburetor vs Rochestor
with Ported Spark Advance
I	 1
I	 URBAN FTP	 I	 HC	 I	 OD	 (	 NOx	 I
I FUEL ECONOMY	 i gm/mi i gm/mi ( gm/mim
I	 -f	 I
I STOCK BASELINE W	 1	 12.95	 i 0.537 1	 5.99 1	 2.40 I
I(PORTED SPARK ADVANCE))
	 I	 I	 I
I MICRO-CARBURETOR
I (MANIFOLD SPARK
ADVANCE)
% CtWiUE, C. MPARED
WITH, STOCK
EPA STANDARD, 1975
I	 I	 ^	 I	 i
I
I	 I	 I	 I	 I
I	 14.65	 1 1.01	 ( 10.15 1	 2.52 1
	
+13.2%
	 +88.1% 1 +69.4% i +5.0%
i	 I	 I
N/A
	 1	 1.5	 1 15.0	 1	 3.1
(a) Chevrolet 4000 lb, 350-2V, X50-TH Auto Transmission, 2173/1 Drive
Ratio.
Table 4-2. FTP Cold Start Results: Micro-Carburetor vs Rochestor
with Direct Manifold Vacuum Spark Advance
F
1	 URBAN FTP
I
1	 HC
I
1	 CO	 I
I	 I
NOx	 I
I FUEL ECONOMY 1	 gm/mi 1	 gm/mi 1	 gm/mi	 1I Mpg I I I	 I_
II
I STOCK CARBURETOR 1 I I I
WITH MANIFOLD SPARK I	 13.36 1	 0 . 792 1	 6 . 47	 ( 2.80	 1
I ADVANCE
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
i
I	 II
I MICRO-CARBURETOR I I I
I
I	 I
(MANIFOLD SPARK 1	 14.65 (	 1.01 I	 10.15 1	 2.52	 1
I ADVANCE)
i
I
I
I
I
I
I
I	 I
I	 II
I % CHANGE, COMPARED (	 +9.7% ( +27.5% ( +56.9% 1	 -9.96%	 1
I WITH STOCK
I
(
I
I
I
I
I
I	 I
I	 I
I
1 EPA STANDARD, 1975
I
I	 N/A
I
(	 1.5
i
(	 15.0
I
I	 3.1	 I
I	 I
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Table 4-3. FTP Hot Start Results: Micro-Carburetor vs Rochestor
with Ported Spark Advance
I
I FUEL ECONOMY I	 HC	 I CO
I	 UPS I gm/mi (	 gm/mi	 I gm/mi
I STOCK CARBURETOR WITH I	 13.8 I	 0.263	 I 1.83	 I 2.34	 I
PORTED SPARK ADVANCE I I	 I I
I
I MICRO-CARBURETOR I I	 I I
^-
I
I (MANIFOLD SPARK I	 16.13 I	 0.483	 I 1.15	 I 2.54	 I
I ADVANCE) I I	 I ( I
X CHANCE, COMPARED
	
+16.9%
	 I +93.9% I -37.3% I +5.5% I
WITH STOCK
	
I	 I	 I	 I
I	 I	 I	 i
Table 4-4. FTP Hot Start Results: Micro-Carburetor vs Rochestor
with Direct Mcnifold Vacuum Spark Advance
i
I FUEL ECONOMY (	 HC I	 CO
I
I	 NOx	 I
I mpg (	 gm/mi
I -T
(	 gm/mi (	 gm/mi	 I
-rI
I	 ROCHESTER CARBURETOR	 I 13.66 I	 0.464 I	 2.16
-IT-
I	 2.63	 I
I	 (MANIFOLD SPARK ADVANCE)I
I	 I
I
I
I
I
I	 I
I	 1
I	 r
I	 MICRO-CARBURETOR	 I
r( I II	 I
I	 (MANIFOLD SPARK	 I 16.13 I	 0.483 (	 1.15 (	 2.54	 I
I	 ADVANCE)	 I
!	 I
I
i
I
I
(	 I
I	 I
I	 r
I	 % CHANCE, COMPARED	 I
-r
+18.1%
--r
I	 +4.1% I -46.8%
T- I
(	 -3.4%	 i
I	 WITH STOCK	 ( I I I	 I
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SECTION V
DRIVEABILITY TESTING
Driveability is a dynamic property of a vehicle. It is an indication of a
vehicle's tendency to maintain a steady level of performance response to throttle
Input commands. The effect of Micro-carburetor operation on vehicle performance
response was observed under varied conditions. The tests were representative
of U.S. auto industry driveability tests and were performed by engineers exper-
ienced in driveability testing. After testing the stock Rochester-equipped
vehicle, the Micro-carburetor was installed and the identical teat sequence
repeated. Generally, at least three data points were taken per test in order
to recognise consistency of performance. Fuel for the driveability tests was
unleaded pump gasoline.
A. COLD ENGINE DRIVEABILITY TEST RESULTS
The cold engine driveability tests examined how Well the car started and
drove off after an 18-hour soak at about 50°F ambient temperature. Cranking
time was measured, along with the number of stalls. After the startup, spark
advance, E.C.R., and intake vacuum readings were taken in neutral and drive
Sears. Idle quality was rated "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory." The vehicle
was driven away from rest, and vacuum readings were taken again. The driveaway
character was also rated "satisfactory" or "unsatisfactory." Fifty feet from
the departure point, the car was stopped and engine vacuum readings were taken
at in-gear idle. This was followed by another driveaway at a different acceler-
ation vacuum. This acceleration, cruise, brake, and idle pattern continued at
0.2-mile intervals for several miles.
Transient performance response tests were performed subsequent to the cold
driveaway tests when the engine was not yet fully warmed. These tests amounted
to a series of "throttle tip-ins" from an initial cruise or deceleration. The
objective of the transient performance response tests was to observe the sensi-
tivity of the fueling system's operation to varying throttle commands from differ-
ent initial conditions. A preselected pattern of "throttle tip-ins" was conducted
which covered the matrix of possible combinations from low-initial-speed/light-
throttle-command to a passing maneuver at high-speed/heavy-throttle-command.
The tabulated results from the cold driveability tests are shown in Appendix
F, Tables F-3 through F-7. Throughout the tests, the Rochester carburetor per-
formed flawlessly, delivering consistently adequate engine operation. Against
this standard, the Micro-carburetor did well in most major areas. Driveaways
beyond 50 feet had near equal quality at similar driveaway vacuums. Idle vacuums
and qualities were near equal for the two carburetors, each exhibiting slight
roughness. All Rochester drive ratings were satisfactory. All of the Micro-
carburetors ratings were satisfactory except for the two listed below.
The Micro-carburetor showed rapid start times but often failed to continue
to run. A large number of stalls occurred due to the failure of the fast-idle
system to raise engine rpm after startup. It was determined that the idle screw
was seated on the fast-idle cam, but that fast idle did not initiate until be-
yond the 50-ft driveaway point. The only other col; driveability problem on the
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Micro-carburetor was the inability to provide vehicle acceleration at or near
wide-open throttle (WOT) without a stall. This was believed to be the result of
insufficient accelerator pump delivery. It was concluded that while the throttle
opened wide to admit air, the fuel delivery lagged sufficiently far behind to
starve the engine.
B. HOT ENGINE DRIVEABILITY TEST RESULTS
The hot engine driveability tests provided a numerical rating for a perform-
ance characteristic according to the scale from 1 to 10, as shown in Figure 5-1
(also, see Appendix F, Tables F-1 and F-2). The response rating of the vehicle
to throttle commands was based on the observed levels of performance, consist-
ency and smoothness. Each data point represented an average of two drivers'
ratings.
UNACCEPTABLE BORDER-LINE  ACCEPTABLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 10
POOR POOR POOR
DRIVER
WILL BORDER-
BARELY
ACCEPT- FAIR GOOD VERY XCELLENT
OMPLAIN LINE ABLE GOOD f
Figure 5-1. Vehicle Evaluation Rating System
Among the characteristics evaluated were constant vacuum accelerations or
"crowds." In these tests, various depths of constant manifold vacuum commands
were explored between speed ranges of 20-30 mph, 30-40 mph, 40-50 mph, and
over 50 mph. In related tests of part-throttle accelerations, the vehicle was
accelerated by a constant-throttle command. In these "cross-sections," the
vehicle was subjected to step throttle-input commands of different depths at
varying initial speeds. Again, carefully chosen cross-section points were
established as representative of the entire matrix of possible combinations,
ranging from low-speed/light-throttle to higher-speed/heavy-throttle-commands.
Another set of transient performance response tests was carried out with the
engine fully warmed. These tests differed from crowd and cross-section testing
in that the throttle-input command varied (see Appendix F, Tables F-1 and F-2).
A series of constant-speed, road-load points was also observed and rated.
These measurements were taken at speeds of between 20 and 55 mph. For a steady-
speed cruise, the engine should ideally be free from surge or unevenness. Idle
was rated after the highway cruise. A wide-open throttle acceleration of from
0 to 30 mph was also performed. After this series of tests, the car was parked
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In the sun and shut off. The vehicle was allowed to soak for approximately 10
minutes. After the soak, the engine was re-started and the idle quality was
rated in neutral and drive. Tip-ins were performed after this hot soak to
search for any soak-related transient response problems.
The rating results of the hot engine driveability tests are given in Table
5-1. Essentially, the Micro-carburetor performed as well as the Rochester,
except in one area. A hesitation on WOT acceleration was present, again due
to the accelerator pump calibration.
C. ANGULARITY TEST RESULTS
In angularity testing, the fuel system's sensitivity to fuel slosh and to
changes in the float level were examined. Angles of carburetor tilt were
measured on two appropriately rescaled AMMCO Model 7350 "U-tube" accelerometers,
mounted inside the vehicle.
The first phase of angularity testing was static angularity. The behavior
of the engine idle was monitored with the vehicle on various inclined surfaces.
With the car in "park," the engine idle vacuum was recorded before and after a
5-minute idle on a shallow slope and then again on a steep slope. Table 5-2 shows
the results of the static tests. All tests from the four angles (front-up,
rear-up, right-side-up, and left-side-up) yielded comparably small deterioration
in idle quality. The only exception was the steep rear-end-up test. In this
test, the Micro-carburetor's idle quality and idle speed increased slightly.
The unorthodox placement of the float bowl at the rear of the Micro-carburetor
had the effect of adding extra fuel to the idle system when the carburetor was
tilted forward. The increased depth of fuel in the bowl over the idle jet
apparently richened the idle.
The second phase of the angularity testing was the dynamic test. Table 5-3
and Appendix F, Tables F-8 and F-9, give the results in lateral acceleration
(ft/sec2 ), read directly from the two on-board accelerometers. The vehicle
was taken to its maximum limits of forward acceleration, forward deceleration,
rearward acceleration, rearward deceleration, and lateral skidpad acceleration.
Stalls were noted appropriately.
The Rochester and the Micro-carburetor fared about equally well on all dynamic
angularity tests, except for the forward-braking tests. Here, the Rochester
experienced a persistent stall at 30 ft/sect (0.94 g) while the Micro-carburetor
did not. This may have been a result of the rear-mounted float bowl, which
gave the Micro-carburetor an improved idle quality in the rear-end-up static
tests. The Micro-carburetor seemed to be less sensitive than the Rochester to
increases in pressure head at the front end of the float bowl.
if
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Table 5-1. Hat Driveability TePt Results
RATINGS
SPEED MICRO-CARE L BASELINE	 CONCLUSION
CROWDS: CONSTANT VACUUM) 20-55 MPH 1 6.8 7
I ACCELERATIONS
( I	 (	 -1	 T
CRUISES: CONSTANT 20-55 MPH 6.5
^
I	 7
SPEED
TIP INS: THROTTLE 20-55 MPH 6.5 6.5
RESPONSE
I W.O.T.:	 1 0 -30 MPH 1	 5	 (	 7.5
P.T.: CONSTANT THROTTLEI 0 -30 MPH
ACCELERATIONS	 I
IDLE QUALITY:	 1	 6.5	 1	 6.5	 1
IDLE QUALITY AFTER HOT RESTART:	 5	 5.5
HOT RESTART TIME:
	 0.8 sec 1	 1.8 sect	 +
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Table 5-3. Dynamic Angularity Test Results
TEST MICRO-CARB BASELINE
RIGHT TURN SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
LEFT TURN	 ( SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
FORWARD BRAKING SATISFACTORY STALL AT	 30 ft/sect
BACKWARD BRAKING SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
FORWARD ACCELERATION SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
BACKWARD ACCELERATION SATISFACTORY SATISFACTORY
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SECTION VI
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS
The Micro-carburetor has demonstrated the ability to increase the thermal
efficiency of the test engine and thereby reduce the amount of fuel consumed
ranging from 9 . 7% (see Table 4-2) to 18 . 1% (see Table 4-4) on the FTP cycle.
Examination of the engine dynamometer data provides insight into the mechanism
of the thermal efficiency improvement. Points B, C, D, and E were the leanest
observed in the test series ( see Table 3-1). The Micro-carburetor showed
nearly double the exhaust oxygen content of the Rochester ( see Appendix B,
Figures B-S and B-10). While points C and E had improved mixture distribution
(see Figure 3-12), points B and D were the only indications of distribution
degradation with the Micro-carburetor. Under these conditions, the engine's
misfire rate should increase with the Micro-carburetor; this is true especially
at point B, where three cylinders ran below ^ - 0.790 ( see Figure 3-11x).
Comparison of the unburned HC content of the exhaust ( see Appendix B, Figures
B-2 and B-7) indicates that the high HC levels usually attendant with misfires
were not present. The HC levels generally declined with the Micro-carburetor.
This is an indication that the mixture preparation of the Micro
-carburetor
was superior to that of the Rochester at those test points.
The Micro-carburetor demonstrated considerable fuel savings over the
Rochester carburetor. At warm idle, the Micro -carburetor consumed 13.2% less
fuel than the baseline ( see Figure 3-7). This translates into a savings of
0.01 gallons (0.0381t) for every S minutes of idling. Considerable fuel savings
also occurred at the higher steady-state load points. This was the result of
sizable improvements in thermal efficiency and cylinder -to-cylinder equivalence
ratio distribution ( see Figures 3-9 and 3-12) at the higher loads.
The FTP urban cycle data showed areas of strength and weakness in the
Micro-carburetor. Comparison of the cold-start FTP tests between the two
carburetors ( see Tables 4-1 and 4-2) showed that the Micro-carburetor's CO
emissions were higher than the Rochester ' s CO emissions. Although other
emissions increased, all fell within the EPA standards. Fuel economy improved
9.7% with the Micro-carburetor ( see Table 4-2) allowing for equal spark advance.
The hot-start test results (see Table 4-3) indicated that the Micro-carburetor
performed well once the engine was warm. The Micro-carburetor showed a fuel
economy improvement of 18.1 %
 over the Rochester with direct manifold vacuum
spark advance ( see Table 4-4). The CO production of the Micro -carburetor was
nearly half that of the Rochester in the hot-start tests ( see Table 4-4), while
In the cold-start tests ( see Table 4-2), the CO production of the Micro-carburetor
was nearly double that of the Rochester. The higher CO emissions and smaller
fuel economy improvements of the Micro-carburetor in the cold-start tests were
both indications of the overly rich operation of the cold engine. Because the
choke determines the final equivalence ratio of a cold engine, the higher CO
and smaller fuel economy gains for the Micro -carburetor in the cold-start tests
as opposed to the hot -start tests were indications that the Micro
-carburetor
performed poorly in the cold-start portion of the FTP. This is further evidenced
in the bag-by-bag data shown in Appendix A, Table A-1, where the Micro-carburetor
demonstrated significantly higher CO in bag 1 ( the cold-start portion of the
FTP) but equal or lower CO than the Rochester in bags 2 and 3 ( the hot-start
portion of the FTP). If the choke in the Micro-carburetor operated as well as
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the choke in the Rochester, similar fuel economy improvements and CO reductions
should result in both the cold-start and the hot-start FTP tests. This evalu-
ation of the Micro-carburetor choke system was done on the basis of equal spark
advance between the two carburetors. The spark advance strategy differences
did not account for the significant fuel economy changes with the Rochester car-
buretor. This infers that the Micro-carburetor may not receive a fuel economy
benefit from utilizing a ported spark advance strategy.
The hot-start emissions data look promising for the Micro-carburetor (see
Tables 4-3 and 4-4). Compared to the baseline Rochester, CO improved 37.32 and
NO, remained similar. The HC remained low, atthough it was nearly double the
baseline Rochester's value. When direct manifold vacuum spark advance was
applied to the Rochester-equipped engine, all the exhaust emissions increased.
With equal spark advance, the Micro-carburetor showed a 46.82 reduction in 00
with nearly equal HC and NOx; this shows the potential of the Micro-carburetor to
decrease OD emissions by lean operation. From the high amount of deceleration-
generated HC observed, it is inferred that improved levels of HC emissions are
also possible with improved control of deceleration mixtures. NOx emissions
did not show a significant change from stock operation, even though the Micro-
carburetor operates with more off-idle spark advance. This seems to suggest
that less NOx is possible for the Micro-carburetor with equal spark advance.
This is possible due to the more even cylinder-to-cylinder mixture distribution,
which caused more consistent cyclinder-to-cylinder combustion temperatures.
Driveability test results showed that a reasonably good level of perform-
anci was maintained with the Micro-carburetor. Two problem areas were uncovered
which affected FTP emission levels. The choke system of the prototype Micro-
carburetor needed better integration with the fast-idle device. Also, the
accelerator pump operation was slightly deficient in fuel delivery.
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SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONS
The Micro-carburetor prototype demonstrated a fuel economy advantage over
the baseline Rochester carburetor. Even though the stock Rochester typifies a
well-developed carburetor, fuel economy improvements of 9.72 to 18.12 were
achieved with the Micro-carburetor for the cold-start and hot-start tests,
respectively (see Tables 4-2 and 4-4). The differences in the fuel economy
improvements between the hot-start and cold-start tests indicated that the
Micro-carburetor could be developed even further to save additional fuel.
The emissions tests indicated the potential to dramatically reduce CO
production, while the unburned HC tended to increase slightly but remained low.
The generation of NOx was unaffected by the Micro-carburetor, even with the
increase in off-idle spark advance.
The improvements in engine performance generally reinforce the Micro Car-
buretor Corporation's claims of improved atomization and cylinder-to-cylinder
distribution. M improvement in thermal efficiency was documented at every
point in the engine dynamometer tests.
The basic design of the Micro-carburetor is sound. However, it is not yet
ready for production. Certain development-related problems do exist. These
problem areas will require special effort but by no means do they necessitate
any major change in strategy. Some of the areas needing more work are power
valve timing, accelerator pump timing and volume, choke control, fast-idle
control, and deceleration mixture control. These calibration element changes
are to be expected on a prototype carburetor that has not yet had the benefit
of a carburetor flowstand analysis.
In the final analysis, the Micro-carburetor can lower fuel consumption by
a significant amount. In addition, it has the potential to reduce emissions
through a detailed analysis and recalibration effort.
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Figure B-1. Cylinder-to-Cylinder CO2 Distributiun, Baseline
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Figure B-2. Cylinder-to-Cylinder HC Distribution, Baseline
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Figure B-3. Cylinder-to-Cylinder NO
x 
Distribution, Baseline
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Figure B-4. Cylinder-to-Cylinder CO Distribution Baseline
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Figure B-S. Cylinder-to-Cylinder 02 Distribution, Baseline
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Figure B-6. Cylinder-to-Cylinder CO 2 Distribution, Micro-Carburetor
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Figure B-7. Cylinder-to-Cylinder HC Distribution, Micro - Carburetor
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Figure 3-8. Cylinder-to-Cylinder 110, Distr ibution, Micro
-Carburetor
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Figure 3-9. Cylinder -to-Cylinder CO Distribution, Micro
-Carburetor
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Figure B-10. Cylinder-to-Cylinder 02 Distribution, Micro-Carburetor
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APPENDIX C
Carbon Balance Technique for determining air-fuel ratios from exhaust
emissions:
AFR = Fb 11.492 Fc1+R+2R+ + 
120 1-F )^
where:
XCO + %CO
Fb =
	
02
Fc = weight fraction of carbon in fuel =0.866 for
Indolene Clear by JPL analysis
R = NCO
(Cl)
(C2)
(C3)
(C4)
(CO
(C6)
(C7)
^ 0
Example: CO = 1.31%, CO2 = 14.44%, 02 -0.20%, HC =0.12%, then substi-
tuting into C2 , C39 C4
F =	 1.31 + 14.44	
= 0.9924b	 1.3 + 14.44 + .12
R = M = 0.0907
.20
R - 14.44 = Q 0138
Substituting C 5 , C61 C7 into C1
1+0.0201 +0.0138
AFR = .9924 111.492 x 0.866	 1 +0.0907
+ 120(1-.866)
= 13.57 => ^ - 1.073.85 + .0907
Reference: "Air Fuel Ratios from Exhaust Gas Analysis," R.S. Spindt, Gulf
Research and Development Company.
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APPENDIX 0
Thermal Efficiency Calculations
n = work-out X 100% 
= 
W X 100%	
(O1)T chem. energy in.^^. -
Terms defined as:
0 - Dyno bhp
F - Fuel Flow
fhp = [(rpm) 2
 X 3.75 X 10- 6] + [(rpm) X 2.1368 X 10-4] + 2.5182 (D2)
C.E. = F X heating value = F X 7.4809 h (D3)
W = work-out - D + fhp	 (DO
Substituting D2 into D4
W = D + ['krpm) 2 X 3.75 X 10"6) + [(rpm) X 2.1368 X 10-4) + 2.5182	 (D5)
Substituting D 3 , 05 into 01
n = D + ri*2 X 3.75 X 10- 6] + [(rpm) X 2.1368 X 10- 43 + 2.5182 X 100%
	 (D)
T	 F X7 4809	 6
Example: Dyno bhp - 43.7 bhp, Fuel Flow = 23.52 
Nr 
-, rpm = 1990
Then:
W - 43.7 + [(1990) 2
 X 3.75 X 10-6] + [(1990) X 2.1368 X 10- 4] + 2.5182 - 61.49 hp
and
C.E. - 23.52 X 7.4809 - 175.95 hp
Therefore:	 _
nT = 613 X 100% = 34.9%
D-1
V.
APPENDIX E
Volumetric Efficiency Calculations
m act	 (El)
nv = ih theoretical
rpm x	 x Displacement
_	
o 
air	 (E2)
mTh
Example:	 rpm = 600, m act = 79.5 lbmhr
Solving E2:
t^i'
 60min 1('0721bt"rJ L^3 l(350 in3) 1f
--ltin
7h -n hr	
ft
mTh = 262.5 1 bm
hr
Substituting into (El)
— hr
= 30.3%
nv 262.5 Lao
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Baseline	 Appendix F
	
TABLE F-1
11-24	 T.H.M.Calibration No.
	 1E^, 350	 C.I.D.	 Tlanamission.
Prograrr•	 Micro—Carburetor
VEHICLE INFO. ENGINE INFO. EMISSION INFO. MISC. INFO.
Vehicle Numear
4501
C.LD.
350
EGR Vaive a Onfice
Yes
Data
11/24/80
amp,
700
Model Yuricanine
1973 Impala
Engine Nu~ T•	 der
Pte'
Catalyst
G.M.
Wind
Light
aerometer
nginerlrehicle Maas
85857
Callwall" Themtaotor
No
T.D.V. Location
JPL
nanwsion
THM350
Asia
2.73
CARS. & DIST. INFO Vao. Amp. S.O.V. Read Conauwn
Clear and Drycam. Part Ito.
Rochester 2V
Cueve ^•• {yryk^pmyw^^
MerKe l INei ssG1h•f NN
x
Calif. 508
Dietntwtor 	 urea	 initial	 R.P.M.
6	 i	 500
Steve Mazor
Can&"
Nteffned•
	
HIM.
Eng.
temp.	 7	 vac	 18.5	 14
ION	 RPM
we	 NIOr.
Aflw
HNmy 	 6	 v"	 19
Run	 RPM
Idle	 Nior.
AMar
HOt	 Soa k
Min. 
	 vac	 17	 13.5
Seak	 RPM
The above components were evaluated by the Jury members indl•Gated and received a rating of -
Crowds 20 .30 MPH:
3rd	 Gear Crowds 30-40 MPH:
Crowds 40-50 MPH:
Read Leads 20 MPH:
3rd
	 Gear Road Lads 30 MPH:
Road lows 40 MPH:
W.O.T. ac cel.	 0	 to 30 MPH:
Part thro. accel.	 0 to 30 MPH:
Tip-in 0.30 MPH:
Crowds above 50 MPH:
Road loede above 50 MPH:
Tapan after hot soak
Not stall lime,
	
1 .8 Sec.
Idle qual. inter. tamp.:
Idle qual. after hiway run:
Idle qual. dew hot wak:
Thm. UN, travel. efforts:
MILEAGE AT START
S	 m	 Avp
After
	 Seak
7 7 7
7 7 7
7 7 7
6
	
1 7 6 . 5
7 7 7
6 7 6.5
7 8 7.5
] ] ]
6 1	 ] 6.5
6 7 6.5
7 ] ]
6 6
6 6 6
7 7 7
6 5 5.5
Remarks
Slight hesitation VIOT from stop.
MILEAGE AT FINISH
VEHICLE EVALUATION RATING SYSTEM
uiiaeeastaal4 -----^ eLM 1 ---^ Ai pataMa
1	 ! 1	 3 F 4 5 a 1 S e 10
soar
L.M
err,ACGW far Baal veyea00 1.081-tintsow C.rico,
Signstwac
F-1
t
f
Ddv"bility Evaluation	
I	 Micro Carb	 Appendix F	 Table F -2
Calibration No,	 1-23	 ,g_UL.	 350	 C.I.D.	 T.H.M.	 Transmission.
Program	 Micro-Carburetor
VEHICLE INFO, ENGINE INFO, EMISSION INFO, MISC. INFO.
Vehicle
4501
c lo.
350
18111 vat" a orifice
Yes
oaN
1/23/81
emp
70°
Modelw
1973ne Impala
Engine Noniear anadtdtN
K
arANn
C
N°
Catalyst
G.M. wino
Barometer
ngMelveMCa Miles
86082
Calibration
No
T.o.y Location
JPL
Tyananum"
THM350
Ante
2.73
CARE. i GIST INFO. Voc Aww. so v Road Condition
Cars. Part No.
Micro-Carb
Come Na
Cher a
X
aaT ^^
Jury Members
Steve Mazor
.alneutor Gone
	
IMttat	 RA.M.
6	 500
Merkel Weiss
Canada
Marma0.	 Mot
ET,,,°,p	 vac	 13.5
Will
	
RPM
ION	 WOr,
Altair
	
Mao	 14
Run	 RPM
tae
	 Nior
Not `	 vac	 17	 13.5
Soak	 RPM
TM above components we" evaluated by the jury mombaa in*-
wad and received a toting of -	 1
Crowds 20 .30 MPH
3rd	 Cost Crowds 30-40 MPH
Crowds 40 .50 MPH.
Read Loads 20 MPH
3rd	 Gear Road Loads 30 MPH:
Road loads 40 MPH:
W 0 T accel	 0 l0 30 MPH:	 2
Part tMO accol,	 0 to 30 MPH:
Tip-on 0-30 MPH
Crowds above SO MPH
Road loads above SO MPH
T.p•.n altar not soak
Not start time,	 .8	 sac.
tole dual inter amp
tote Quell after n.way tun'	 3
We eual afar not soak
Taro, feat travel. -flora
MILEAGE AT START
S	 H	 Ave afar Not Soak
7 6.3
7 1
7 7 7
6 6 6
7 7 7
6 6 6
5 5 5
7 7 7
6 7 6.5 
7
7 7 7
6 7 6.5 
7 6
5
F-
1. Light surge 14" and'°Mmph.
2. Moderate hesitation 0-5 mph.
3. Slight regular lope.MILEAGE AT FINISH
VEHICLE EVALUATION RATING SYSTEM
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